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ABSTRACT
In this paper we extend the JAMA matrix software package to produce a design for a Java
package for the representation of matrices within a parallel distributed-memory environment.
Underlying the design of the package is mpiJava for communication between processes.  The
package is intended to support a variety of formats, fully distributed and replicated versions of
matrices, and is intended as a building block for more general object-oriented numerical problem
solving.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is not at all surprising that Fortran has been the ‘language of choice’ for ‘serious’ numerical
computations over the past several decades.  This situation has been in part fuelled by the amount
of legacy code that exists, such as LINPACK [10], EISPACK [24] and (relatively) more recently,
LAPACK [1].  Routines available in such software packages employ state-of-the-art algorithms
and are carefully tuned to achieve maximum performance, employing ‘tricks’ such as blocking,
loop unrolling, etc.
Interest in parallel numerical algorithms has itself spawned a number of numerical software
packages aimed at both shared- and distributed-memory programming paradigms.  Some have
been written from scratch.  Others, such as ScaLAPACK [3], build on the work of sequential
libraries.  ScaLAPACK is a subset of LAPACK that is portable across any system supporting the
message-passing systems PVM [12] or MPI [20].
Design issues, and the provision of an amenable user interface, have certainly been attended to in
the development of these software packages, for example, the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms) ([6], [7], [8], [9], [17]) as the basic building blocks for LAPACK. The BLAS
define an interface, rather than an implementation, and are categorized as
•  Level 1 – purely vector operations, such as a vector scale, and locating the position of the
element of a vector of largest magnitude.
•  Level 2 – matrix-vector operations, such as matrix-vector multiplication, and the solution of
a system of linear equations in which the coefficient matrix is triangular, with variations for
special types of matrix (triangular, symmetric) with condensed storage patterns.
•  Level 3 – matrix-matrix operations, namely matrix-matrix multiplication, with variations
again for special types of matrix.
LAPACK itself is written in terms of blocked algorithms which are expressed in terms of calls to
BLAS routines wherever possible. The block size is intended to be machine-dependent so as to
achieve maximum performance.
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The Object-Oriented (OO) features offered by languages such as C++ has led to developments
such as the TNT [23].  Other attempts at employing languages other than Fortran as a vehicle for
problem description and solution include
•  GEM2 [21] – this software provides an implementation of the Global Element Method [4],
a spectral method for the solution of two-dimensional elliptic partial differential equations
based on a block partitioning of the problem domain. The package is written in Algol 68,
and makes full use of the language’s support for operator overloading. One of the key
features of this system is its features for problem specification.
•  DIFFPACK [16] – written in C++, DIFFPACK is a comprehensive package for the
numerical solution of partial differential equations using the Finite Element method.
DIFFPACK supports parallelism in the sense that there are parallel implementations of the
underlying linear algebra routines written using MPI.
•  COOOL [5] – an object-oriented C++ implementation of solvers for linear and nonlinear
optimization.
In this context, mention should also be made of MATLAB [22], a high performance interactive
software package commercially marketed by The Mathworks [19]. This software integrates
numerical analysis, matrix computation using LAPACK and BLAS linear algebra subroutine
libraries, signal processing using FFTW (Fastest Fourier Transform in the West) library and
graphics written in C.  Its applications can be interfaced to external routine languages such as C,
C++, Fortran, and Java. 
It should be noted that since matrix computations are the major component of many numerical
algorithms, much of the work described above addresses this particular issue.  Further, Java is
increasingly being used as an OO language across the whole spectrum of problem domains. It is
natural therefore that, despite reservations as to performance, work has recently gone into the
development of Java matrix packages. Examples are
•  OOLALA [18] – a package for dense and sparse matrices. As yet this is at the design stage
only.
•  JAMA [14] – the algorithms are the same as those used in EISPACK, LINPACK and
MATLAB.  JAMA provides a basic linear algebra package for Java programmers, and
includes a variety of types for factorisations (LU, Cholesky, QR, Singular Value, and
Eigenvalue). JAMA matrices are all based on doubles. JAMA is becoming the de facto
standard for the support of matrix algorithms in many Java programmes, despite the
reported number of (minor) limitations. More details of JAMA are given in the next
section.
•  Jampack [25] – offers functionality similar to that of JAMA, with additional types for a
Schur decomposition and upper Hessenberg form. Jampack also supports complex
matrices.  As the author notes “The current version of the Jampack is preliminary and
incomplete. It is being released to see if there is enough interest to continue its
development.” With the growth of interest in JAMA, development of Jampack has rather
halted.
In addition, JLAPACK, a Java version of LAPACK exists which has been generated using
Fortran-to-Java automatic conversion software [11].
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Here we are interested in the use of Java as an implementation tool to construct a package to
support parallel matrix computations within a distributed-memory environment. We choose to
develop such a system based on JAMA, to produce PAJAMA.
In Section 2 we give a brief overview of JAMA, and in Section 3 outline the extensions to JAMA
that are used to produce PAJAMA. In Section 4 we summarize work to date and outline future
work.
2. JAMA
JAMA is a matrix package written in Java and provides a variety of matrix types:
•  Matrix – the basic type for representing a matrix;
•  CholeskyDecomposition – represents a symmetric positive definite (square) matrix in
terms of its Cholesky(LLT)  factorisation;
•  LUDecomposition – represents a (rectangular) matrix in terms of its LU factorisation,
with L  unit lower triangular and U  upper triangular (formed as a result of the Crout/Doolittle
algorithm);
•  QRDecomposition – represents a (rectangular) matrix in terms of its QR   factorisation,
with Q  orthogonal and R  upper triangular;
•  SingularValueDecomposition – represents a (rectangular) matrix in terms of its
singular value decomposition;
•  EigenvalueDecomposition – represents a real matrix in terms of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.
Currently only double-precision floating-point matrices are supported.
The transition from one type of an object to another can be achieved either by employing a
constructor (e.g. LUDecomposition(Matrix m)), or by invoking a method on the object to
be converted from (e.g. the Matrix  type supports the method LUDecomposition lu()).
Each type supports a number of other methods which are not of concern to us here.
3. PAJAMA
JAMA supports programming in a sequential (i.e. non-parallel) environment.  Our aim is to
provide additional types that mirror, and extend, the facilities provided by JAMA that are
applicable to a distributed memory parallel programming environment.  From the user’s point of
view we wish to provide a facility that is almost entirely transparent.  The use of a PAJAMA
(matrix) object should be similar to the use of an equivalent JAMA (matrix) object, and hence
PAJAMA objects should possess all of the functionality of the equivalent JAMA object.
However the way the object is represented can have a crucial effect on the performance on
some/all of these methods and hence the user cannot be completely left in the dark.  In particular
they need to be aware of way the object is represented/distributed.  In this sense we aim to
provide a facility that owes much to HPF [15] in which the user decides on a suitable distribution,
expresses this within the program in some way, and then writes a sequential program that hides
all the necessary inter-process communication.
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As a result we employ mpiJava [2], a derivative of MPI, to underpin PAJAMA.  The
programming model is master-slave in which one process (the ‘host’) consists of the user’s
program, and the replicated slaves conform to the SPMD (single program, multiple data) model.
The user’s matrix (in whatever form) is represented on the collection of slave processes.
Currently we envisage two possibilities:
•  distributed  –  each slave process has a unique portion of the user matrix according to
some pattern determined by the user; possibilities are
o cyclic distribution, by rows, columns, block rows, block columns, etc.
o block distribution, by block rows, block columns, (square) blocks, etc.
•  replicated – each slave process has a copy of the user’s matrix.
As a result, for each JAMA type we propose two PAJAMA types, one for each of these
possibilities, so that for example, we have
•  DistributedMatrix – for which the appropriate distribution pattern may be specified
via a constructor parameter, with a default distribution for constructors with no such
parameter,
•  ReplicatedMatrix  – in which each slave process has an identical copy of the host
matrix.
In Appendix A we list all proposed PAJAMA types along with the constructors and member
functions that permit conversion from one PAJAMA type to another.  We also describe the way
that such a conversion takes place.  For example, a ReplicatedLUDecomposition is
formed from a ReplicatedMatrix using the jki  variant of the standard LU factorisation
process [13]. In many cases a type-conversion constructor for one type corresponds to a method
for the type being converted from, in which case we define the constructor and simply cross-
reference the corresponding method.
The implications of the above design decisions are that apart from minimal set-up calls (for
example, to MPI.Init(args), MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank() and MPI.Finalize()), a
program that uses PAJAMA objects will have very little reference to mpiJava. In Appendix B we
give an illustration of a user program. Since MPI supports the Single Program, Multiple Data
(SPMD) mode, all processes execute this code. We assume a host/replicated slave set up.
Although all processes declare Matrix and PMatrix objects, space for these exists on the host
only. In the example program this is explicit in the way that space is allocated to the Matrix
object, whilst for the PMatrix object it is hidden in the constructor for that type. In contrast,
space for a DistributedMatrix object exists on the slaves only. Since the program uses a
native Java array, the fact that the space for this exists on the host is made explicit by the use of
an if statement that tests the rank of a process.
It is well-recognized that “Programs = Algorithms + Data Structures” and this is particularly so in
the context of parallel programs. If an algorithm is to be efficient then it must match the
underlying distribution pattern, and if it does not, then either we redistribute the data, at
potentially high cost, or we employ a less efficient (in a serial environment) algorithm and
maintain the given data distribution. As indicated above, in PAJAMA we support a variety of
distribution patterns that can be used to match subsequent manipulation of a PAJAMA object
using some algorithm. In addition to the methods identified in Appendix A, types representing
truly distributed, as opposed to replicated, objects have redistribute()  and
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redistribute(DistributionPattern dp)  methods that can be used to redistribute a
matrix according to the default, or specified, distribution pattern, as appropriate. Hence, for
example, if an operation on a PAJAMA matrix object that requires row-cyclic storage is
immediately followed by one which requires column-cyclic storage, then the object may be
redistributed accordingly. Since redistribution is an )( 2nO  operation, then the subsequent
operation would need to be of at least one order higher magnitude if overall performance is to be
achieved.
The storage patterns identified above are those most commonly used in numerical problem
solving, although others may be added in due course. For example, it is well-known that if we use
the kji  variant of Gaussian elimination to produce an LU factorisation, then the algorithm works
best in a parallel environment if the columns of the matrix to be factorised are distributed by
cyclic columns, as the updates involved in applying the multipliers to a submatrix can take place
in parallel. In contrast, matrix-matrix multiplication works well in parallel for a wide variety of
distributed storage patterns.
The need for replicated versions of PAJAMA matrices is, arguably, slightly more obscure, but
becomes clear when we investigate factorisation algorithms further. Our experimentation
suggests that in a parallel environment the jki variant of Gaussian elimination is potentially
faster than the kji variant. However, for the algorithm to work, each slave process must at all
times have a complete copy of the multipliers computed so far. This implies that, apart from a
few columns at the right-hand end of the matrix, each slave will, at the end of the factorisation
process, have a full copy of L, and hence that storage for this lower triangular matrix must be
made available on each process. The overhead of making each process have a complete copy of L
is minimal, and it costs little more to ensure that each process has a complete copy of U as well –
hence the decision to support replicated matrices. Looking at Figure 1 it should be noted that
there is no direct conversion from a PMatrix object to a ReplicatedLUDecomposition
object. Rather, the user should first convert a PMatrix object to a ReplicatedMatrix
object, and then to a ReplicatedLUDecomposition  object, that is, form a copy of the
matrix on each slave and then use the jki variant of Gaussian elimination to form the LU
factors.
Similarly, a conversion from a PMatrix  object to a DistributedLUDecomposition
object would be possible by first converting a PMatrix object to a DistributedMatrix
object, and then use the kji  or kij variant of Gaussian elimination (depending on the storage
pattern, that is, whether by columns or by rows) to convert from a DistributedMatrix
object to a DistributedLUDecomposition object, that is, distribute the matrix and then
factorise it. The fact that the latter conversion is not shown in Figure 1 reflects the superior
performance of the jki version of Gaussian elimination, but the conversion is not ruled out for
future versions of PAJAMA.
4. CONCLUSIONS
 As yet, PAJAMA is at the prototype stage only.  Partial implementations have been produced of
some of the types supported, e.g. ReplicatedLUDecomposition.  Short term we do not
plan to develop the software any further than this, except to extend the ‘interfaces’ (specification
of constructor and method names, parameters and return types) to the types provided (including
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other types of matrix, such as sparse block structured) and then to employ the PAJAMA types
within the wider framework of problem description and solution. The aim is to produce code that
will compile and demonstrate the effectiveness of employing the OO approach afforded by Java.
Early indications are that the implementation of mpiJava that we are using is fairly slow, and
some alternative communications technology would need to be employed to produce a system of
practical value. However, this does not invalidate the design considerations that are the essential
feature of this paper.
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APPENDIX
A.  PAJAMA CLASSES AND TYPE  CONVERSIONS
We propose the PAJAMA package which consists of six matrix classes. PMatrix and
PLUDecomposition  are able to convert from the JAMA Matrix and LUDecomposition
types respectively and space for the array storage of these types exists on the host only.  The
additional four matrix classes in PAJAMA: DistributedMatrix, ReplicatedMatrix,
ReplicatedLUDecomposition and DistributedLUDecomposition, will use array
storage only on the slaves.  A seventh class is DistributionPattern which is used to
indicate an appropriate distribution pattern.  The conversion from one PAJAMA matrix type to
another is as shown in Figure1.


Figure 1   The conversion from one PAJAMA type to another
The details are given below along with some of the more important methods.
A.1  PMatrix
Represents a copy of the JAMA Matrix  type with additional methods for conversion to other
PAJAMA types. This type can be converted to/from the PLUDecomposition, Distri-
butedMatrix, and ReplicatedMatrix types using the following constructors and
methods:
A.1.1  Constructors
•  PMatrix (Matrix m)
The master process has a copy of the Matrix  object, whilst all slave processes have a null
reference.
class  DistributedMatrix
class  DistributedLUDecomposition
class  ReplicatedMatrix
  class   ReplicatedLUDecomposition
class  PMatrix
class PLUDecomposition
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•  PMatrix(PLUDecomposition plud)
Forms a PMatrix on the master process by multiplying its L  and U factors.  This is
equivalent to the PMatrix formProduct() method of the PLUDecomposition type.
•  PMatrix(DistributedMatrix dm)
Forms a PMatrix on the master process by gathering the columns of a Distributed-
Matrix  object from the slaves.  This is equivalent to the PMatrix gather()  method of
the DistributedMatrix  type.
•  PMatrix(ReplicatedMatrix rm)
Forms a PMatrix on the master process by gathering one of the copies of a
ReplicatedMatrix  object on one of the slaves (it is assumed that the copies are
consistent). This is equivalent to the PMatrix gather()  method of the Replicated-
Matrix type.
A.1.2   Methods
•  PLUDecomposition formLU()- equivalent to the PLUDecomposition(PMatrix
pm)  constructor.
•  DistributedMatrix distribute()- equivalent to the DistributedMatrix
(PMatrix pm) constructor.
•  DistributedMatrix distribute(DistributionPattern dp) – equivalent
to the DistributedMatrix(PMatrix pm, DistributionPattern dp)
constructor.
•  ReplicatedMatrix replicate()- equivalent to the ReplicatedMatrix(PMa-
trix pm)  constructor.
A.2   PLUDecomposition
Represents a copy of the JAMA LUDecomposition type, with additional methods for
conversion to other PAJAMA types. This type can be converted to/from the PMatrix,
ReplicatedLUDecomposition, and DistributedLUDecomposition  types using the
following constructors and methods:
A.2.1   Constructors
•  PLUDecomposition(LUDecomposition lud)
Behaves similar to the PMatrix(Matrix m)  constructor.
•  PLUDecomposition(PMatrix pm)
Forms a PLUDecomposition on the master process by forming the LU factors of a matrix.
This is equivalent to the PLUDecomposition formLU() method of the PMatrix  type.
•  PLUDecomposition(ReplicatedLUDecomposition rlud)
Forms a PLUDecomposition on the master process by gathering one of the copies of a
ReplicatedLUDecomposition object on one of the slaves (it is assumed that the copies
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are consistent).  This is equivalent to the PLUDecomposition gather() method of the
ReplicatedLUDecomposition type.
•  PLUDecomposition(DistributedLUDecomposition dlud)
Forms a PLUDecomposition  on the master process by gathering the columns of a
DistributedLUDecomposition object from the slaves. This is equivalent to the
PLUDecomposition gather()  method of the DistributedLUDecomposition
type.
A.2.2   Methods
•  PMatrix formProduct() - equivalent  to the PMatrix(PLUDecomposition
plud) constructor.
•  ReplicatedLUDecomposition replicate() – equivalent  to  the Replicated-
LUDecomposition(PLUDecomposition plud)  constructor.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition distribute() - equivalent  to the Distri-
butedLUDecomposition(PLUDecomposition plud) constructor.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition distribute(DistributionPattern dp)–
equivalent to the DistributedLUDecomposition(PLUDecomposition plud,
DistributionPattern dp)  constructor.
A.3  DistributedMatrix 
Each slave has a portion of the user matrix. This type can be converted to/from the PMatrix,
and ReplicatedMatrix types using the following constructors and methods:
A.3.1   Constructors
•  DistributedMatrix(PMatrix pm)
The master distributes a user’s matrix pm to the slaves according to a default pattern (see A.7
for details).  This is equivalent to the DistributedMatrix distribute()  method of
the PMatrix type.
•  DistributedMatrix(PMatrix pm, DistributionPattern dp)
The master distributes a user’s matrix pm to the slaves according to the pattern specified by the
value of dp – see A.7 for possibilities.  This is equivalent to the DistributedMatrix
distribute (DistributionPattern dp) method of the PMatrix type.
•  DistributedMatrix(ReplicatedMatrix rm)
Since each slave process contains the whole of the matrix, it is sufficient simply to ignore that
portion of the matrix that is not to be stored on that slave. A default distribution pattern is
assumed. This is equivalent to the DistributedMatrix distribute()  method of the
ReplicatedMatrix  type.
•  DistributedMatrix(ReplicatedMatrix rm, DistributionPattern dp)
Since each slave process contains the whole of the matrix, it is sufficient simply to ignore that
portion of the matrix that is not to be stored on that slave. The distribution pattern is as
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specified by the value of dp – see A.7 for possibilities. This is equivalent to the
DistributedMatrix distribute(DistributionPattern dp) method of the
ReplicatedMatrix type.
A.3.2  Methods
•  PMatrix gather() - equivalent to the PMatrix(DistributedMatrix dm)
constructor.
•  ReplicatedMatrix replicate() – equivalent to the ReplicatedMatrix(Dis-
tributedMatrix dm)  constructor.
A.4  ReplicatedMatrix 
Each slave contains a copy of a user matrix. This type can be converted to/from the PMatrix,
DistributedMatrix, and ReplicatedLUDecomposition types using the following
constructors and methods:
A.4.1   Constructors
•  ReplicatedMatrix(PMatrix pm)
The constructor by which the master sends a copy of a user’s matrix to every slave, and then
each slave receives the user’s matrix. This is equivalent to the ReplicatedMatrix
replicate()  method of the PMatrix type.
•  ReplicatedMatrix(DistributedMatrix dm)
The  constructor  by  which  each  slave  sends  its  portion  of  the user’s matrix  to  the  other
slaves, and  then  each  slave uses  the  received  portions to form the complete user’s matrix.
(The distribution pattern of a DistributedMatrix object is an attribute of that object, and
the type supports a method DistributionPattern pattern() to return the value of
that attribute.)  This is equivalent to the ReplicatedMatrix replicate() method of
the DistributedMatrix type.
•  ReplicatedMatrix(ReplicatedLUDecomposition rlud)
The constructor by which the L and U factors of a matrix are multiplied together.  This is
equivalent to the ReplicatedMatrix formProduct() method of the Repli-
catedLUDecomposition type.
A.4.2   Methods
•  PMatrix gather()– equivalent to the PMatrix(ReplicatedMatrix dm)
constructor.
•  DistributedMatrix distribute()    equivalent to the DistributedMatrix
(ReplicatedMatrix rm) constructor.
•  DistributedMatrix distribute(DistributionPattern dp) –  equivalent to
the DistributedMatrix(ReplicatedMatrix rm, DistributionPattern
dp) constructor.
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•  ReplicatedLUDecomposition formLU() – equivalent to the ReplicatedLU-
Decomposition(ReplicatedMatrix rm) constructor.
A.5   ReplicatedLUDecomposition 
Each slave has a copy of the LU  factors of a matrix.  This type can be converted to/from the
PLUDecomposition, ReplicatedMatrix, and DistributedLUDecomposition
types using the following constructors and methods:
A.5.1   Constructors
•  ReplicatedLUDecomposition (PLUDecomposition plud)
The  constructor  by  which  the  master  sends  a  copy  of  the LU  factors of a matrix to every
slave process.  This is equivalent to the ReplicatedLUDecomposition
replicate()  method of the PLUDecomposition type.
•  ReplicatedLUDecomposition (ReplicatedMatrix rm)
The constructor by which every slave contains the LU  factors of a replicated matrix using the
jki  variant of the standard LU factorisation process with partial pivoting.  This is equivalent
to the ReplicatedLUDecomposition formLU() method of the Replicated-
Matrix type.
•  ReplicatedLUDecomposition(DistributedLUDecomposition dlud)
The constructor by which each slave sends its portion of the LU factors to all other slaves and
then uses all the received portions together with its own portion to form the LU factors.  This is
equivalent to the ReplicatedLUDecomposition replicate() method of the
DistributedLUDecomposition  type.
A.5.2   Methods
•  PLUDecompsition gather() - equivalent to the PLUDecomposition(Repli-
catedLUDecomposition rlud) constructor.
•  ReplicatedMatrix formProduct() –  equivalent to the ReplicatedMatrix
(ReplicatedLUDecomposition rlud) constructor.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition distribute()– equivalent to the Distri-
butedLUDecomposition(ReplicatedLUDecomposition rlud) constructor.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition distribute(DistributionPattern dp)–
equivalent to the DistributedLUDecomposition(ReplicatedLUDecomposi-
tion rlud, DistributionPattern dp) constructor.
A.6   DistributedLUDecomposition 
Each slave has its own columns of the LU factors of a matrix. This type can be converted to/from
the PLUDecomposition  and ReplicatedLUDecomposition  types using the following
constructors and methods:
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A.6.1   Constructors
•  DistributedLUDecomposition(PLUDecomposition plud)
The constructor by which the master distributes the LU factors of a matrix according to the
default distribution pattern (see A.7 for details). This is equivalent to the Distributed-
LUDecomposition distribute() method of the PLUDecomposition  type.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition(PLUDecomposition plud, Distribution-
Pattern dp)
The constructor by which the master distributes the LU factors of a matrix according to the
distribution pattern specified by the value of the parameter dp – see A.7 for possibilities. 
This is equivalent to the DistributedLUDecomposition distribute(Distri-
butionPattern dp) method of  the PLUDecomposition type.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition(ReplicatedLUDecomposition rlud)
Since in a ReplicatedLUDecomposition each slave has its own local copy of the
 

factors, it is sufficient just to retain the relevant columns according to the default distribution
pattern (see A.7 for details).  This is equivalent to the DistributedLUDecomposition
distribute() method of  the ReplicatedLUDecomposition type.
•  DistributedLUDecomposition(ReplicatedLUDecomposition rlud, Dis-
tributionPattern dp)
Since in a ReplicatedLUDecomposition each slave has its own local copy of the LU
factors, it is sufficient  just  to retain the relevant columns according to the distribution pattern
specified  by  the value of the parameter dp – see A.7 for possibilities. This is equivalent to the
DistributedLUDecomposition distribute(DistributionPattern dp)
method of the ReplicatedLUDecomposition type.
A.6.2   Methods
•  PLUDecompsition gather() -  equivalent to the PLUDecomposition(Distri-
btedLUDecomposition dlud) constructor.
•  ReplicatedLUDecomposition replicate()- equivalent to the ReplicatedLU-
Decomposition(DistributedLUDecomposition dlud)  constructor.
A.7   DistributionPattern
The type that specifies the pattern by which a matrix is distributed across a process array.  Values
supported by this type are:
•  COLUMN_CYCLIC  – the columns of the matrix are distributed in a cyclic fashion; this is the
default distribution pattern if no other pattern is specified.
•  ROW_CYCLIC – the rows of the matrix are distributed in a cyclic fashion.
•  BLOCK_COLUMN – the columns of the matrix are distributed in a block fashion using a default
block size.
•  BLOCK_ROW – the rows of the matrix are distributed in a block fashion using a default block
size.
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•  BLOCK_COLUMN_CYCLIC – the columns of the matrix are distributed in a block cyclic
fashion using a default block size.
•  BLOCK_ROW_CYCLIC  – the rows of the matrix are distributed in a block cyclic fashion using
a default block size.
B.  EXAMPLE USER CODE
import Pajama.*;
import Jama.*;
import mpi.*;
class PajamaTest1
{
   public static void main() throws MPIException
   {
      MPI.Init(args);
      int myrank = MPI.COMM_WORLD.Rank();
      Matrix m;
      if(myrank == 0)
      {
         double[][]A={{2,3,2,4},{4,10,-4,0},     
         {-3,-2,-5,-2},{-2,4,4,-7}};
         m = Matrix.constructWithCopy(A);
      }
      else m = null;
      PMatrix pm = new PMatrix(m);
      DistributedMatrix dm = pm.distribute();      
      MPI.Finalize();
   }
}
This is an example of a user program which uses the default distribution pattern
 
COLUMN_CYCLIC  to distribute the user matrix from a host to slaves. The host and slaves
declare both Matrix m and PMatrix pm  objects, space for which exists on the master only.
The PMatrix object may then be referred to by objects of others PAJAMA types. In this case
we form a DistributedMatrix object dm by distributing the matrix to the slaves by using
the distribute() method of the PMatrix type:
DistributedMatrix dm = pm.distribute();
An alternative is to employ the DistributedMatrix(pm  constructor of the Distri-
butedMatrix type:
DistributedMatrix dm = new DistributedMatrix(pm);
which achieves the same result.
Other distribution-patterns can be used rather than the default pattern, e.g. the ROW_CYCLIC
pattern may be assigned to a DistributionPattern object dp:
DistributionPattern dp = DistributionPattern.ROW_CYCLIC;
and we can then use either the distribute()  method of the PMatrix type:
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DistributedMatrix dm = pm.distribute(dp);
or a DistributedMatrix constructor:
DistributedMatrix dm = new DistributedMatrix (pm, dp);
to achieve a row cyclic distribution of the matrix on the slaves.

